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President’s Message
cars.” June 2016
“Congratulations to our Chair Trish and to the ATDI
organizing committee for a successful event in Campbell
River.” Sept 2016
“Our friends and fellow TR Club TYEE Triumph of
Washington State are hosting the 2017 ATDI in Wenatchee
Washington - August 10,11,12, & 13” March 2017
“Thank you, John (Hunt) for opening your home to the club
and allowing us a place to continue our social time to catch up
on old friendships” June 2017
“The vintage racing was really entertaining, as you see cars
that are different and show worthy as well as very quick.”
Sept 2017

Brian Thomlinson, BCTR President
1968 TR250

Brian has been the President of the BCTR since
2015 and has served the club well with his quick wit
and strong leadership skills. He has decided to step
down. The following are some quotes from articles
that Brian has written for the Quarterly Publication
over the years.
“There is always someone in the club who will help with
mechanical advice or labour on your car maintenance...”
March 2015
“It’s encouraging to see young people involved in the hobby.
It’s about the cars, and it’s about the people too!” June 2015
“The 2015 ATDI was held at Oregon Garden Resort. Six
of the BC cars took home awards, so we should all be proud
of the accomplishment!” Sept 2015
“Next Year is the 30th anniversary of our club which was
formed by a group of TR 7 & 8 owners that were great
enthusiasts of all things Triumph.” Dec 2015
“It is a BIG year for BCTR, our 30th anniversary year.
The club’s first drive was from Burnaby, out to Fort Langley
in June1986 with five cars.” March 2016
“It’s June already and we have already done a few drives,
attended VanDusen with a fabulous showing of BCTR
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A big THANK YOU Brian! By choosing to serve as
President over the past three years, you have
proven that your time and talents are priceless.
Thanks for volunteering. For some people,
volunteering is about giving. But for the likes of you,
it is a way of living. As co-editors, we have enjoyed
working with you. Joanne and Ken Nicoll
Joanne and Ken Nicoll have
been Co-Editors of the Club
Quarterly Publication for the
past three years. It has been
an honor to serve a club full
of people who are passionate
about their Triumphs. It is
now time to pass the torch and
we are very happy to announce that another
talented, dedicated club member has stepped
forward to take on the role as Editor. Jonathon
Clegg owns a 1968 TR5 that he has been restoring
for the past three years; you can read about his
restoration starting on page 3. He has offered to
keep the Quarterly Publication going, so on Jonathon’s behalf we encourage you to continue to
write articles, technical tips and other bits of
information. Jonathon’s email address is
jonathanc5885@gmail.com.
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Semi-Annual Harrison Run
Ken Nicoll’s decision to delay the 6th Semi-Annual
Harrison Run was a great decision as the weather
was spectacular.
I picked up
John Hunt in
my TR8 at 9:00
AM and we
headed to the
meet point at
the Mission
Chevron.
Coquitlam was
cloudy but as we
headed east the
sky was totally
clear blue.
We left Mission
a little after
10:30 AM with
Rita & Richard
Walker (TR8),
Andrew Ward
(TR8), Dan
Brien (TR8)
and Ken Nicoll
in his TR6 (do
you see a Wedge
pattern there?).
My recent
muffler and tail
pipe work made
enough noise
that the others
could easily
follow. There
could be a
couple of
resonators in my
future (Xmas
present?) to tone
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down the roar to a loud burble.
We stopped off at the abandoned ‘Self Serve’ gas
station just east of
Harrison for the
required photo
opportunity. Then
we headed to the Old
Settler Pub. Arriving
a little early allowed us
to get parking as other
British cars and many
motor cycles were
taking advantage of
the great Sunday Fall
weather.
In the dining room
we met our old friend
Vito Donatiello and
John met some nice
folks at the adjoining
table mistaken as his,
all good fun.
Leaving Harrison
westbound, Mt.
Cheam was
beautifully shining
in the sun leaving us
thinking this is as good
a Fall day as you will
ever get. Ken Nicoll
can be my weather
forecaster anytime.
This run is a
favorite of mine, not
to be missed
especially when you
can join your fellow
Triumph enthusiasts.
Alec Mielen,
1980 TR8
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TR5 Restoration
Back in late 2014, I wrote about the early progress
on the restoration of my TR5 which I had started
in June of that year. At that stage I naively thought
that by spring of the following year (2015) I would
be on the home stretch. Well, here I am, three
years later, and I am still not complete.
The engine rebuild I described
in the last write-up was
completed by mid-2015. It
took a while to find someone
to rebuild the transmission and
overdrive but eventually I was
refered to Bert’s Auto in New
West. I found out that they had
worked on these transmissions
before and so I ordered the
rebuild parts on line and took
everything to him. They stripped
and thoroughly cleaned the
entire unit and rebuilt it with
new seals, gaskets and synchro
rings. As with the engine, it seemed that the
transmission was generally in good condition
although there was some bad scoring in the
layshaft which they replaced. They did an
excellent job of the rebuild and had it back to me
in a couple of weeks.
My original clutch was heavy and required quite
a bit of muscle to operate. I found out later that
the throwout fork retaining pin had broken which,
no doubt, was a major contributor to the problem.
Anyway I wanted the new one to operate much
more freely and spent quite some time researching
the issue. There is a lot on the internet about the
clutch in the TR5/250 and it seems to be generally
agreed that there was a number of problems with
the unit. However there is much less agreement on
a solution. I spoke to Richard Good who
recommended a heavy duty clutch but I was afraid
that that option might result in a clutch too much
like the original. After talking to a few more
friends and acquaintances, I eventually opted for a

“Magic Clutch” supplied by The Roaster Factory.
By the end of the summer 2015, I was able to
mount the engine and transmission on the new
Ratco chassis. All the suspension components had
been cleaned, painted and mounted on the chassis
with new bushings. Wheel hubs were rebuilt with

Body panels being aligned at PanelCraft
new seals and bearings, as was the differential.
After this, Steve at PanelCraft set about getting
all the body panels, doors etc. lined up on the tub
which was now temporarily mounted on the
chassis. This took quite a bit more work than
originally anticipated as the effect of a crash
(original owner confessed) and what appeared to be
a couple more of unknown origin, made lining up
the tub and panels on the new chassis quite difficult.
With that eventually completed though, the tub was
removed from the chassis for painting, along with
the other body components and the chassis was sent
to my garage so that I could work on it at home in
Burnaby.
The entire fuel injection system and inlet manifold
system had been sent to Prestige in the UK which
did a superb rebuild, replacing all the seals with
unleaded fuel compatible ones and tuning the
metering unit. The injectors were cleaned and
serviced and the entire system was replated and
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TR5 Restoration
new injector piping supplied. The throttle shaft
bushings in the inlet manifold were replaced and
Prestige supplied a new throttle linkage that they
fabricate avoiding the rather loose and difficult to
set up Triumph system. These were mounted on
the engine. Prestige also supplied a new Bosch style
fuel pump and filter system to replace the Lucas
components that had given me trouble before.
Since these are mounted in the trunk I would have
to wait until the tub was mounted on the chassis
before installing them.
I wanted to replace the original exhaust manifold
with a six-into-one header but I was unsure how
this would affect the drivability in city traffic; the
original car had great low end torque which made
city driving a breeze. I talked to Richard Good
again about this as he supplied the new cam for
the engine and also supplies headers for TRs. He
convinced me that the car would retain most of its
drivability characteristics so I went ahead with the
plan. I also obtained a dual pipe exhaust system,
like the original but in stainless
steel, from

Moss to complete the assembly and by the early
part of 2016 I had the exhaust system installed
I decided to try and improve the overall braking
system as I had never felt very comfortable with
the existing setup. The front now has new drilled
rotors with the Toyota caliper conversion that has
been written about on several TR web sites. The
rear brakes are the standard drum set-up except
for the use of 7/8 inch cylinders. I hope this set up
retains the correct balance of front rear braking.
Others have reported, on the internet, that this
seems to work well.
My existing brake booster was not worth
reinstalling. I considered purchasing a new unit but
after a bit of research I found a company (Brake
Materials and Parts Inc in Fort Wayne IN) that is
able to strip down, repair and refurbish a TR brake
servo. The overall price, even with powder coating,
was very competitive with the price of a new unit
from the major TR parts suppliers and by going
this way I was able to keep my original unit.
I used a kit from Moss to run new cunifer
brakelines throughout the car. Bending the
tubing to suit was a bit of a nerve-wracking
experience as I did not have any experience
in this, but I managed to complete the
installation without crimping any lines.
By mid-2016 the tub was painted and had
been shipped to my place and with the
help of Steve and a couple of friends we
were able to land the tub on the chassis
so that the rebuild could continue.

Wherever possible I have retained the
original components. The gas tank has
been cleaned, repainted and
reinstalled. The radiator has been
recored and reinstalled with new
d
n
a
s
r
hoses. The pedal assembly which was
eade
s with h
i
s
s
a
h
c
swapped for a left hand unit has
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ansmiss
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similarly been cleaned, repainted,
a
Engine
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ni
rebushed and reinstalled. I have dismantled,
inlet ma
cleaned, derusted, painted and reassembled (with
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TR5 Restoration
new parts as necessary) the starter motor and
solenoid, wiper motor, windshield washer unit,
distributor, heater unit, horns, steering column and
hand brake assembly.
The wiring harness turned out to be a bit of a
challenge as I decided to rebuild the old one
rather than buying a new left hand drive one. I
was warned that the wiring typically suffered from
internal corrosion within the loom and needed
to be stripped and thoroughly inspected. As it
turned out that was not the case but while in the
process of checking I came to realize that changing
to left hand drive necessitated considerable more
rerouting of the wiring to accommodate relocated
components than I had initially thought. The main
problem with this was that I was repairing the
harness off the car and I had to guess the routing
and length of wire to the new locations.
Fortunately I appear to have guessed correctly and
have not had to splice any wires.
I had obtained a left hand dash from a TR250 in a
swap but unfortunately it was in need of
considerable attention before I was prepared to

Dash with new veneer and instruments in place
reinstall it. Although I had initially thought of
using a fancy burl veneer to refinish it I decided
that with my lack of experience in veneer
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application it would be better to use a straight grain
and I opted for a walnut one. After cleaning the
old dash and filling in unwanted holes, I set about
applying the veneer. I found that a large sized
Ziploc bag, the type used for storing clothes, would
just fit the dash so after gluing and aligning the
veneer on the dash I place it in the bag, sealed it
and applied a vacuum using the central house unit
(which seemed to pull stronger than my shopvac).
It seemed to do a passable job of pressing the
veneer to the dash board but a proper vacuum
pump would have been better. Once the glue cured
and I had trimmed the edges I used many, many
coats of satin Varathane Professional spray to finish
it. I think it turned out quite well, not a super high
end production but in keeping with the original TR
style.
The dashboard instruments were looking a little
tired when they were removed from the car so I
set about rejuvenating them. I carefully removed
the bezels and glass from each one and cleaned the
instrument faces with a little Windex and a Q-Tip.
I cleaned and lightly sanded the bezels and gave
them a new coat of satin black
before cleaning the glass and
reinstalling.
By late summer this year, I had
reassembled most of the
mechanical and electrical
components and completed
all the connections. I filled the
engine oil system, added a
container of ZDDP and was
able to get good pressure within
a few turns of the engine on
the starter. The cooling system
gave me a bit of a problem
with a persistent leak at the connection of
the heater return pipe to the pump but I
managed to cure it with a new pipe, compression
ring and nut with plumbing tape on the thread.
The ignition system checked out fine with all the
BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication

TR5 Restoration
plugs giving a good
strong spark and I
set the static timing
as per the manual.
The fuel system
was the last to be
checked before
trying to start the
engine. And it gave
me something of a
surprise as the
connections that I
thought might give
me a problem, the
ones I flared myself,
turned out just fine and one connection which was a
simple thread into the PRV tee union leaked
profusely and resisted my attempts to fix it by
tightening. I ended up using Permatex thread
sealant which solved the problem.
And so on 13th September with lots of help from
Lee and Jerry the engine was successfully coaxed
back to life. It only took a few bursts of cranking

before it fired up but
it took Lee’s expertise
with the fuel injection
system to get it runn
ing smoothly as some
of the injectors were
sticking, presumably
due to having sat for
two years without
use. After some
minor timing
adjustment the
engine was running
smoothly with a
nice even beat. The
sound from the header and exhaust was very
satisfying.
Unfortunately that is not the end of the story, there
is still quite a bit more work before it is back on the
road which I hope to write about in a future
publication.
Jonathan Clegg, 1968 TR5

On the Lighter Side
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Thanksgiving Day Run
On a sunny Monday morning we headed out on
the Classic Car Adventures annual Thanksgiving
Day Run. These guys do a great job on all of
their events, and this one is no fee, just a
donation to the food bank. They always attract a
wide range of cars, and this one was no
exception. There were 6 Triumphs
(3,4,250,2-6s,and an 8) there, and Vito with his
Ferrari. The nice weather brought out more than
150 cars to meet at 8:00 at Capilano College.
The drive left at 8:30 to the Sea to Sky Gondola
in Squamish. That gave lots of time to check
out all the cars in the parking lot. There weren’t
many car makes not represented. All the
participants were given a discount on the
Gondola, so we went up and had lunch, and did a

couple of hikes. This is highly recommended on a
nice day. This was a great top down end of season
drive. Squamish might make a good ATDI
destination for 2019!
Greg Winterbottom TR250
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Crescent Beach Concours D’elegance
Saturday September 2nd was the date for the
Concours and the weather
was fine and being
Crescent Beach
parking was at a
premium as the
beach was packed.
I went there late, it
must be all of a mile
away from my house,
and drove to the
Blackie spit parking
lot and found a spot
quite easily, until I was
informed it was an
exit lane. So I had
to go back several
streets and park
there. I wasn’t able
to spend a lot of
time there, but
it did not seem
quite as interesting as previous
years. Probably
just me!
As I was driving
through
Crescent Beach
I heard someone
say “look at that
beauty” I assume
they were
referring to my
TR 6 and not me.
There was the
usual American muscle and 50 years of
Camaro. As I checked out the motorcycles, I
wished I still had the 1938 BSA 350cc that I had
back in the 1950’s. There were a couple of
vintage Bentleys and a 1930 Bugatti type 44. A
Lafrance fire Engine on a 1913 Ford chassis

attracted a lot of
attention and was a
major award winner.
The Japanese were
represented by an
Acura NSX and a
Datsun 240 z. There
was a fleet of
Ferraris including
the 1988 Testarossa
of Vito Donatiello.
The post war sports
car class, didn’t seem
to have some of the cars listed, so perhaps
some had already left. I did see an Aston
Martin DB2, a De Tomaso
Pantera, Sunbeam
tiger and a
Morgan and of
special interest were
the 1961 Triumph
Italia 2000 GT (this
has to be one of the
best looking Triumphs
ever) and a TR3A. At
least that is how it was
listed, though I believe
only the body shell was
TR3A. It was cut in half
lengthwise and then
widened by 4”, then
mounted on a TR6 chassis.
The grunt was provided
by a 1995 Nissan 240 SX
running gear and 5 speed
gearbox. It seemed to be
well done as indeed were
most of the cars there. Another British car there
was a 1946 Morris Eight, powered by a V8 I
believe. Cannot be positive of this as the memory
is getting a little suspect. Anyway, it was a great day
for a car show.
Norm Clarke, 1975 TR6
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BCTR Member Profile
The main thing
I like about
the BCTR is
helping other
members with
car problems as
well as
members
helping me.

Ken Nicoll - Quarterly
Publication Co-Editor,
Archivist, and Registrar
Q.
How and why did you join BC Triumph
Club?
A.
I joined BCTR in 2010 after I purchased my TR6.
Joining BCTR provided me with the
opportunity to meet and talk to people who drove
cars like mine. I really enjoy the comradery among
the club members.
Q.
Tell us about the Triumphs that you have
owned and your current Triumph.
A.
I purchased my first Triumph which was a 1964
TR4 when I was 19 years old and kept it until I got
married and started a family. Eight years later, I
got the Triumph bug again and I purchased my
second TR4; also a ‘64. The TR4 started to need
major repairs and I wanted to upgrade to a newer
model, so three years later, I traded the TR4 in for
a 1976 TR6.

Then in 2010 I bought my present ‘75 TR6. I
purchased it off a fellow in the interior of B.C. He
had had the body off and had the frame restored.
Since then I have completely restored it.
Q.
Who influenced your involvement in the club?
A.
John Hunt was a great instigator. Joanne and I went
down to the B.C. Highland Games in Coquitlam
back in 2010 and met John who was there with his
car. I invited him to our place to show him my car.
I told him I’d been a member for the last year and
hadn’t been to a meeting as my car was not finished.
I remember him saying that it didn’t matter what
shape my car was in and and encouraged me to get
involved with the club.
Q.
What benefits have you enjoyed as members of
the club?
A.
The main thing I like about the BCTR is helping
other members with car problems as well as
members helping me.
There are two other things about being members
of the club that I consider benefits; one is going
on drives with the membership and the second is
attending car shows.
The day-trip drives are enjoyable, but going on
overnight trips are a highlight because it give us a
chance to get to know the club members a little bit
better; from driving in convoys to our
destination to eating meals and sharing drinks and
stories. One of my favourite drives is the annual
Boys Run. Although, this past year, I didn’t enjoy
my return trip because my car returned home on
the back of a flatbed truck! I was very thankful to
Keith Sparkes for providing me with a ride home.
I recall the first ATDI that we attended in Forest
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BCTR Member Profile
Ken Nicoll and
Joanne
Edey-Nicoll
Mount Baker

Grove Oregon - we went down with one group and
returned home with a different group. The first
expereince of going to an out of town car show
was great - we felt welcomed and included.
I find car shows are especially fun to attend. We get
to see classic cars at thier finest and meet the
people that love British cars enough to restore them
to better than new.
Q. What positions / responsibilities have you
had with the club since you’ve joined?
A.
I’m a firm believer in what I get out of the club I
like to put back in. Joanne and I have been
co-editors of the Quarterly Newsletter for the past
three years; I am the Club Registrar and the Club
Archivist. I have also supported the club by
printing many of the banners and signs for the
ATDI.
Q. What has been your experience with the
club over the years and what improvements
would you like to see in the club?

A.
Like any volunteer
organization, it
seems that there are
a few people that
do the lion’s share
of the work and the
remainder of the
members simply take
part in the events
and enjoy the other
benefits of the club.
It’s a challenge with the BCTR, because it is a
province wide club and the meetings are held in
Surrey. That means that the people that live outside
Metro Vancouver are at a disadvantage in not being
as connected and it’s difficult for them to volunteer
for executive positions. Everyone that I’ve spoken
with in the club have good intentions, but some may
not be aware of what they can do to contribute.
Some ideas that come to mind for the future could
be club members continuing to write articles for the
Quarterly Publication, putting ideas forward to the
membership for different kinds of events – maybe
planning day trips that connect Metro Vancouver to
the Island or the Interior of BC, organizing events
that encourage family involvement, initiating
charitable events or ones that involve the
community. Ultimately, I think it’s important to try
to attract younger members to ensure the club
remains vibrant as it has been for the past 31 years.
Ken Nicoll,
1975 TR6
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Tech Tips by Lee Cunningham
Drilling and tapping a thread
Whether its drilling and re tapping a broken stud or
making a new threaded hole, knowing the correct
size to drill the pilot hole is critical to the success
of the repair. There are drilling charts available,
but in the absence of these, a quick method of
determining the drill size is to take a nut of the
same size thread you are making and pass a drill
bit through it. When you find a drill bit that passes
snugly through the nut you have found your drilling
size. This method is very reliable in a drill press
situation, however if you are drilling ‘free hand’
you may want to drill 1/64th smaller to allow for
wobble while drilling. You can always enlarge the
but you can’t reduce it. When tapping the thread
always lubricate the tap with oil. I have found running the tap in aprox 1/2 turn then out 1/2 a turn
frees up the cut material and makes a better thread.
If you are cutting a blind thread,
completely remove the tap several times wash and

blow out the threads with compressed air. If you
are working in an area were cutting material may
fall into an engine or transmission cavity such as
drilling and installing a ‘Helicoil’ thread repair,
here’s a couple of idea’ s that have worked for me
in the past. Packing rags firmly under the area you
are working with wheel bearing grease on them
in the area metal will fall. Coat the drill bit with
grease and drill at a slow speed, removing the drill
several times to clean the flutes and re grease. Pack
the tap with grease , cut your thread removing the
tap several time to clean and regrease. If you are
working with steel/ cast iron , use small magnets
were you can to capture filings. The most
important thing when repairing threads is to
TAKE YOUR TIME Its usually a bad situation
you are trying to recover from and it can go from
bad to worse real quick.
Lee Cuningham, 1973 TR6

Silk Cat All British Rally to Whistler
Sam Johncox ( daughter
of member Peter HowardJones) as passenger on her
first rally in Dad’s 1975 TR6.
A wonderful sunny day and a
good turnout of 79 cars. Just
a great drive both ways with
no known dramas.
This is a very well organized
event put on by each September by Silk Cat Automotive
of North
Vancouver.
Peter Howard-Jones
1975 TR6
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More Tech Tips

Reprinted with permission from the VintageTriumph Registry Aug / Sept 2016 Magazine
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Tech Tips: Triumph TR6
The Triumph TR6 has been a cornerstone of the
sports car world since its 1969 debut: strong lines
paired with an equally strong engine. These days,
however, the newest example is more than 40 years
old– and might have an issue or two. Need help
righting a few wrongs? We present four experts
eager to share their knowledge

shift into reverse and repeat. You are listening for a
sharp clunk from the differential. If you hear one,
then the right- front differential mount stud has
broken loose from its woefully underdesigned frame
attachment. All cars will need this repair at one
time or another, and properly making the repair
requires removal of the differential.

Expert: Paul Dierschow
Sports Car Craftsmen (303) 422-9272

4. Open the hood and look down at the front
corners of the engine. You’re looking for two steel
boxes that are welded to the frame, right where the
lower control arms mount. The boxes should be
perfectly square and solid to the frame.
Frequently they are injured, particularly at the
right-rear mounting point. Also, look at the number
of shims found behind each control arm bracket:
more than five or less than one on any of the four
bears further examination.

When considering a TR6 for purchase,
scrutinizing the items on the following checklist will
quickly sort a good candidate from a bad one. This
10-minute examination is not intended to spotlight
the relatively minor faults that might be
expected of any 40-year-old used car. Instead, it
should reveal most of the basic structural issues
that can turn an ill-advised purchase into a
looming disaster with huge repair costs. Here are
the top 10 danger signs to look for:
1. With the engine off, push and release the clutch
pedal. Then, with a pry bar placed between the
crankshaft damper and the nearby crossmember,
push the crankshaft backward into the block. The
amount of backward movement ideally should be
0.004 to 0.008 inch–barely noticeable. Upward of
0.030 inch is common and salvageable with
immediate attention. A movement of 0.125 inch
indicates that the engine is a goner, as it’s most
likely fatally damaging to both crank and block.
2. Look under the car, checking sideways from
the front edge of the driver’s door, and notice the
angle of the clutch release arm–it sticks downward
from the left side of the bell housing. If the arm
points straight down, all is well. If it points back
from vertical, the bolt that holds the clutch release
bearing fork to the cross-shaft has sheared,
requiring a transmission removal for repair.
3. With the engine running and your foot very
firmly on the brake, slowly release the clutch while
using the brake to hold the car in place. Then

5. Check the chassis member where each rear
control arm mounts. These points are very
frequently rusted out and may be indicators of
more serious chassis rust.
6. Look carefully at the seams between the body
panels. The four fenders should join their related
scuttle, tonneau, and front and rear panels with a
clean, seam-sealed groove. The fenders should join
the rocker panels below the chrome strip in a
perfectly flush fashion, with the rear fender
attached to the rocker with a small dot of brazing
to enforce that flushness. The joint lines frequently
disappear with shoddy rust repair methods.
7. From the front of the car, sight down the gap
between the hood and fender–and continue
sighting that line down the top of the door and
along the rear fender joint. This line should reveal a
gentle, consistent bulge in the middle, with each
side being a perfect mirror image of the other.
A lack of uniformity reveals some sort of serious
incident in the car’s past, which demands further
investigation.
8. Inspect the upper fender swage line. The width
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Tech Tips: Triumph TR6
should be uniform down the entire length of the
car, tapering to zero at the end of each fender.
Lack of uniformity not only indicates bad
bodywork, but it may also be an hint at what lies
underneath.
9. Inspect the corners of the fenders. TR6s have
numerous built-in rust traps that, if revealed on
the outer panels, most likely indicate similar damage to the related inner panels. Look in the pockets
above and around the headlamps as well as below
the chrome line at the rear of the front fenders.
The rear fenders are particularly vulnerable above
the tail lamps and along the edges at the top and
front of those panels.
10. With the car on the ground, note the gaps at
the front and back of the doors relative to the
adjacent fenders. The front gap should have a
consistent width; the rear almost never does with
an original frame. If that rear gap is twice as wide
at the top as at the bottom, that’s normal and only
a visual annoyance. If the top gap is triple the
lower width, however, the car’s mileage is most
likely well into six digits, regardless of what the
odometer says.
Expert: Richard Good
Good Parts (610) 777-4457 - goodparts.com
Extra horsepower is of no use if your TR6 doesn’t
handle well under aggressive driving. A thorough
rebuild and replacement of all suspension bushings,
ball joints, tie-rod ends and trunnions, along with
proper alignment, can do wonders for these cars.
Additional upgrades, like uprated bushing kits
made using harder material, can offer a big improvement in handling with little sacrifice in ride
quality. Solid aluminum steering rack mounts can
provide better steering response by keeping the rack
from sliding in its mounts.
If you want to go a little further, upgrade the front
anti-roll bar and add a rear one with maybe some
BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication 		

firmer springs. Finish off the job with some good
tires, and your TR6 will handle like a sports car
should.
Expert: Joe Curto
Joe Curto, Inc. (718) 762-7878 - joecurto.com
Triumphs have long used Zenith Stromberg
carburetors; the TR4A first had them in 1965.
When U.S. emissions came into play in 1968,
however, Zenith went to the dark side and came
up with the CDSE type. These carbs were much
maligned and disliked, but in truth they were pretty
trouble-free.
The carburetor pistons aren’t adjustable, so the
only way to change the fuel mixture is to lower the
jet. The early cars from around 1967-’71 had the
jet set below the bridge by about 0.085-0.095 inch.
Unfortunately, with modern gas this setting does not
provide enough fuel.
I find that setting the jet to the later dimension of
0.125 inch below the bridge helps to remove a lean
surge at speed. You want to use professional tools
to move the jets since you don’t want to distort the
shape of the orifice. There’s also an adjustable jet
conversion available that fits all the CDSE-type
carburetors for both 0.100 and 0.090 jets.
The later, 1972-’76 carburetors have an adjustable
metering needle. To identify a carb with an
adjustable piston, look for two notches found across
from each other on the steel tube that serves as the
damper oil reservoir. This is where the special tool
mounts.
The later carburetor pistons from an XJ6 Jag, V12
Jag, Lotus, Jensen, etc., will fit and are a common
and relatively easy-to-obtain improvement. You’ll
also have to either source adjustable versions of the
metering needle or swap the adjuster tops of the old
needles over to the original needles.
The old carburetor oil recommendation was
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Tech Tips: Triumph TR6
assembly. This is also a do-nottouch item. It features a
bimetallic strip that has a
plunger at one end. When
properly adjusted, this device
opens and changes the
“depression” in the throat of
the carb under high temperature conditions, dropping the
piston and thus leaning out the
mixture. Once the underhood
temperatures return to normal,
the temperature compensator
returns to the closed position.
ATF–auto trans oil. The TR250 uses a B2Y metering needle, and the TR6 uses a B1AF metering
needle. The number is stamped on the top shank
of the needle; to find it, pull it down against the
spring. The TR250 needle is richer than the B1AF,
so fitting them will again help on the lean surge issue. However, they’re usually nonadjustable, so you
have to change the tops if using them on adjustable
pistons.
Sometimes these cars get a high idle–1200-2000
rpm–which cannot be controlled by the idle screw.
The usual suspect is a unit called the throttle bypass
assembly, which is located on the righthand side of
the carb when the unit is viewed with the air intake
toward the rear. The throttle bypass assembly is an
emissions control piece designed to keep the engine
speeds high during shifting.
For test purposes, you can turn the adjusting screw
counterclockwise–to do so, pop off the brass plug
on the end of the unit. If this causes the rpm to
drop to a controllable level, then the throttle bypass assembly needs to be rebuilt. Rebuild kits are
available.
If the engine is running too lean, check out the
temperature compensator. It can be found under a
long plastic cover, just in front of the bypass

The temperature compensator
commonly goes out of adjustment on its own,
defaulting to the open position and causing a lean
condition. Previous owners and mechanics have
been known to mangle it and disable it.
A lean mixture can also be caused by an open idle
trim screw. This is a horizontal brass screw found
near the temperature compensator that’s only
supposed to be open during the car’s first 1000
miles.
If you find yourself with a hard-starting car that
runs very rich once the choke is off, it’s possible
that the choke assembly has been disassembled and
then reassembled incorrectly.
The choke unit is located on the left side of the
carb. To check the choke’s operation, remove the
unit and hold the mounting lugs in the 12 and 6
o’clock positions. The series of holes on the rotary
disc should be in the 3 and 9 o’clock positions on
the 6 o’clock side.
If the holes are located at the 12:00 position–aka
the “on” position–then you’ll get a rich mixture
even though the choke cable is in the closed
position. A disc that’s corroded or not flat can also
lead to rich running. On most Zeniths there’s a
knurled screw on the choke housing: This is the
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summer/winter screw. A quarter-turn one way
lengthens the screw; a quarter-turn the other way
shortens it and thus changes the travel of the cam,
which makes the choke setting richer or leaner.
Unlike the choke housings in the XKE and other
cars, the TR6’s have a weep hole for some reason.
There have been complaints of dripping fuel from
this hole. I assume this is residual fuel draining out
of the choke housing. I have used the non-drilled
housings to solve the issue.
Expert: Carl Heideman
Eclectic Motorworks (616) 355-2850
eclecticmotorworks.com
Joe Curto has some great tips for the carbs. Here’s
something I can add. If you’re using ethanolblended fuel in your TR6, you’ll likely experience
hard starting when the engine is already hot.
Many people misdiagnose this as vapor lock. The
actual problem is fuel boiling out of the carbs and
flooding the engine after it has been shut down.
The best fixes are to avoid ethanol-blended fuel (if
possible) and to install a heat shield kit
(available from several suppliers). The other fix
is pretty low-buck: While it seems paradoxical,
holding the accelerator pedal to the floor while
cranking a flooded engine will usually get it started
again.
There’s an old saying that most carb problems are
the ignition system. You cannot properly tune the
carbs on a TR6 unless the ignition is right. With
modern fuels, I find that about 15 degrees BTDC
of timing at idle and about 35 degrees at 3000
rpm (vacuum disconnected) offers the best
performance. If you can’t get those numbers when
timing your TR6, it’s time to send out the
distributor to be recurved at a company like
Advanced Distributors. Also, most TR6 distributors have a vacuum retard rather than a vacuum
advance. The retard was used to pass 1970s
emissions regulations and degraded the idle quality. I disconnect the vacuum retard on TR6s.
BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication

Have a backup plan: TR6s (as well as TR4s, TR5s,
and TR250s for that matter) have a front-hinged
bonnet with a cable-operated latch on the firewall.
If the cable ever breaks or gets damaged, it’s
seemingly impossible to get the bonnet open
without damaging the bodywork. We always put a
backup cable on TR6s. There are kits on the
market to do this, or it can be done with some
mechanic’s wire. Either way, it’s cheap insurance.
Bonnet busted? If you’ve ignored our advice about
the backup bonnet release cable on your TR6 and
the bonnet gets stuck, we do have methods to
release it that usually work. The first procedure
tends to work if the cable has just stretched or
slipped rather than broken, or if the bonnet latch
adjustment is part of the problem. Start by pulling
on the remainder of the cable and holding it out as
far as possible–use a pair of locking pliers so the
cable can’t slip back into its hole. Then drive the
car on the bumpiest roads around, rattling
everything as much as you can. The bonnet will
often pop free. Make sure you do this at low speeds.
Although the bonnet won’t fly up, it can still
react in some unfortunate ways, so we want to be
able to stop the car as soon as possible for safety’s
sake. Once it’s free, we’ll make the appropriate
repair. The second method works best if the cable
is completely damaged. Take a screwdriver that’s
about 2 feet long and extend it through one of the
grommet holes found under the dash–you’ll
obviously want to use a hole located near the latch.
Feel around for the latch and pop it out. This
method is tricky unless you’ve practiced it first. The
best way to prepare is to have access to another TR
with the bonnet open so you can see what you’re
aiming for.
Source: Classic Motorsports Magazine
https://classicmotorsports.com/articles/tech-tips-triumphtr6/?utm_source=ActiveCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=The+Art+of+Karting&utm_campaign=CMSMonthly
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London to Brighton Commemorative Run
On a beautiful sunny November day
(5th), we were to meet at the Delta
River Inn to join up with what turned
out to be 50 or more lovely British
vehicles ranging from 1930s to 1980s. I
teamed up with Alec in his 1980 TR8
and we took in all the eye candy in the
parking lot. The drivers meeting held by
organizers Malcom Tate, who
introduced us to the pseudo founder
from the 1880s who filled us all in on
the starting
procedure back then
with the ripping of
the pedestrian red flag
that was supposed to
lead the “horseless
carriage” of that time
– it was well done by
very sophisticated
gentleman.

BCTR
participants
included –
Alec, Brian T,
Ken N, Keith,
Ted, Dave L,
and myself.

A group photo of
the 80 occupants was
formed with a
beautiful full 30s Alvis
in the foreground. We
then proceeded on
the run which proved to be very scenic through
the southern mainland, through Crescent
Beach for a pit stop at Blackies Spit, another
chance to oogle all the British beauties and
drool.
We proceeded on ‘0’ Avenue after a run
through White Rock, then more interesting
back roads to wind up at the Fox and Fiddle
Pub that was very busy. Even though they were
forewarned about the group’s arrival they were
not well prepared and our table had over an
hours wait for our food; but it was good and
worth the wait.
So another enjoyable day thanks to Malcolm and
the crew of the Old English Car Club.
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John Hunt, 1975 TR6

Frank Van Den Dorpel’s Helpful Hints
How to Check Tranny Oil
* The first is of the grease fittings I put in the front end, which has worked out very well.
* The others are of the modified trans level plug and access hole in trans tunnel.
* This makes checking the tranny oil level a five minute job.

A Blast from
the Past
This little article was printed in
the Chilliwack Progress
Newspaper, August 4, 1998
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Bryan K. Wicks’ Collector Car History
1966 with a Lotus 23B.
From birth, my sister and I were
taken to sports car races around
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the
norther states. All the people my
Dad associated with had Astons,
Jags, Ferraris, Mercedes and the
common Triumphs, MG, Morgans
etc. I had no choice but to be
interested in cars, especially sports
and English cars.

My interest in cars actually started off with my
father. My father began apprenticing as a
mechanic right out of school at 14 years of age.
The garage manager in southern England where
he worked had a brother who raced at hill
climbs and tracks in England, running a Bugatti. My father learned to work on this car, fixing
and tuning it at a very young age. I have his
pre-war Mechanic Paddock Passes from
Shelsley Wash and Brooklands. After the war
he came to Winnipeg Canada (big long story
of chasing my mother around) and
immediately got a job with a firm selling and
servicing British cars. He dealt with Morris,
Hillman (of which he had two) Triumph
and Land Rover. He built a special TR2 tuned just
for racing, which ended up carrying a Devin body.
One of the fellows who he worked with helped organize the Winnipeg Sports Car Club in his living
room in 1952. That fellow, Frank Mancini and my
Dad were the two mechanics for a new firm, Metro
Motors which started up around 1956 or 67. My
dad worked there until his retirement in the 1990’s.
During that time he tuned numerous sports racing
cars for people in Winnipeg including the man who
won the Canadian Sports Car Championship in
19							

I couldn’t afford a sports car until
I was about 35 years old, when my
family was established with my last
child starting school, my wife
going back to work and myself
starting up my own design
consulting business. I needed a

company car and
rather than buy a fast depreciating
Japanese machine (I was living in New Zealand at
the time), I bought a sensible machine to transport
my wife and two small children, a 1956 Triumph
TR3. My wife didn’t actually buy the idea of it
being a family car but she was always very
forgiving. I ran the TR3, putting up to 50 miles a
day from 1985 to 1988. Anything which broke got
fixed under my company account. I am the 16th
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owner
of the TR3 and have
a record of everyone who owned it before
me. This car has an incredible history, too large
for this brief history. I still have the car and enjoy
it regularly. It is a great rugged machine which
can sit on 80 miles an hour all day and give over
30 miles to the gallon doing it. Lots of down low
torque for wheel spinning. I’ve made three solo
round trips from Vancouver to Winnipeg and back
plus a round trip to Los Angles in it. Strangely
enough just a couple of years ago I found in all of
my Dad’s photos after he passed away, a picture of
me at six years old, sitting in a 1956 TR3, numbers
on the doors at a race meeting. Yup it had to be,
my TR3 is the same year, a 1956.
The next car of interest I got came through
a friend/contact I had with Triumph and
Minis. A woman called my friend with a 1978
stock Mini for sale. It had sat behind their
business in West Broadway for a year and they
needed the parking slot. Again, long story but
I got it for the cost of a new living room chair
($500.00). I had to put a new alternator on
it (failed half way home to North Delta), and
remove all the non-working air pollution stuff.
I ran it for three years to/from Delta to North
Vancouver before taking it off the road to do
a budget restoration with new front fenders,
numerous pieces of new steel in the front
BC Triumph Registry Quarterly Publication

valence, rockers
and door bottoms, pulled out dents from
the rear, etc.) I straightened the bent Canadian
spec front bumper by making up wood support
forms, jacking up my Taurus, and then dropping
the Taurus on the bumper. Taurus’s make a great
press tool. I totally rebuilt the gear box and
freshened up the engine with new bearings,
de-coking, etc. I painted it using a Craftsman shop
compressor, having to stop constantly part way
through the process to let the air pressure to come
back up. Total cost was under $2,000.00. I put it
back on the road and continued using it as my daily
drive for the next 60,000 miles. Then I gave it a rest
as I had to get and use a new car for company
business reasons (I had to look respectable and
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normal). About two years ago I pulled it back out
of storage and did a major restoration. It won
a 1st place at Van Duesen. The engine now is a
modified 1275, with far too much to list here but it
really does go well.
The next car came to me during a point of
weakness, a Lotus Elan +2S project with the
chassis supposedly done (Not!) and a body which
I was told to throw away. Mega restoration over
2-1/2 years with a garage build in the middle of
it all. I didn’t do the body and paint but I did
everything else to finish it off. It is a fabulous
car to drive, wickedly fast when running at 70
miles an hour and you step on it. It will shoot up
to (as I am told) 120 miles an hour in a snap of the
fingers.
I made a trip to Winnipeg with my sister sometime
around the Lotus restoration period to visit relatives
and Frank Mancini who was still doing a five day
work week tuning and repairing British and Italian
cars, he then being in his late 70’s. Sitting in the
corner of his shop was a decrepit car I saw first in
1966ish. It was a Lancia Aurelia sedan. I knew
nothing about the car other than it used to belong
to an Italian Guy who worked for my Dad and
then died suddenly in 1970. The shop bought all
of his cars and just left the Aurelia sitting in a
corner. I thought what a cool car, someone should
be restoring it. So I said to Frank if he wanted to
sell it, I’d like to buy it. He said unfortunately it
was supposed to be sold to a guy in Italy who was
having a lot of trouble getting it back into Italy.
Okay, no problem it wasn’t going to be mine. We
left and within about 20 minutes I got a call on my
cell from Frank saying that and his brother had
talked about it and I should have the car. He
needed me to come back and buy it. I didn’t even
know for how much. Back we went and when told
the car was just $2,750.00 my helpful sister said
“what a great deal”, guess I owned another car.
The car was shipped out to Vancouver (it kind of
ran, enough to get on and off a transporter) and
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went into storage in a barn for a couple of years
until I could deal with it. I had no idea
how special it was.

It is a
1953 B-22,
never originally shipped off the
European continent for sale, not even to
Britain, most likely came to Canada with a
returning service man in the mid 1950’s. It is a
four door sedan with no center B post, aluminum bonnet, boot lid, boot floor & upper deck,
all doors and rear fenders. Light and really well
balanced. It is the first all aluminum V-6 made
in the world with the clutch, gearbox, differential,
and rear brakes all in one unit as a transaxle. Rear
suspension is independent, same layout as copied
by Triumph for the TR4 irs and TR6.
I personally scraped off every inch of paint and
junk with aerospace paint remover using a scraper
and razor blades. The steel and aluminum was all
pacified and painted. The interior as found was
from a MK l Jag, perfect fit but wrong. I found
replacement seats after about four years with the
interior then being totally redone. I am currently
putting it together, after eight years it can be a
struggle knowing what is what, but I did take
numerous photos. With only 1,000 cars made
over a two year period and only 8 known as
registered in the world, it’s a challenge.
Next up was my 1949 MG TC. This car came
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from Australia with two others and was the owner’s
favorite so he didn’t drive it much. It was heavily
modified in Australia, extractor exhausts, balanced
engine and all of go-fast parts one could put on at
the time (done in the 1960’s I think). Since getting
this car I have totally rebuilt then engine (taken
apart just to stop oil leaks), now bored out to 120
thou over, yes, I know you aren’t supposed to go that
big but so far the fluids stay where they are supposed
to. I changed up the diff ratio with all new bearings, etc. so I could cruise on the highway without

I was forced to buy a 1971 TR6. Not my fault!
I found the car about 17 years ago for a friend.
I threatened him at the time if he didn’t buy it
(it was soooo rust free and solid) I would. He
bought it and then did some mechanical
restoration including engine, brakes, new diff
supports and tires over a 13 year period. He just
didn’t drive it much putting just 1,000 miles on
it over that time. He kept nagging me to buy it
back off him. After a year of pleading I relented
as it was very cheap, flew to Kelowna and drove
it home from Salmon Arm. He never thought I’d
make it to Burnaby as the most he’d ever driven
it was about a four kilometer loop. I drove it as
purchased having to sort out those annoying little
things which come up, for about a year before
putting it in a shop, tore off all the ancillary stuff,
and had the body taken back to bare steel and
repainted. Amazing what you find when the
paint is removed. We found the car had been hit
at the A post right hand side, extremely well repaired and given a replacement right hand door.
Once reassembled I started to drive it once again

the poor thing screaming it’s head
off. And I’ve done a number of other
minor things. The car is a hoot to
drive and always gets looks, as any TC
should. I’ve done runs to the Island
and to Osoyoos numerous times.
My first experience with a TC was
when I was around four. My dad
used to take me down to the shop on
Saturday mornings and plunk me in
the seat of Frank Mancini’s 1946 TC.
I’d sit there for ever pretending to be
racing the car. Hooked at an early
age.
While waiting for the Lancia project to resume, The
project had breaks; waiting for interior material, a
bit of a dwell as one resto shop closed down and I
had to find somewhere else to get the paint done,
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every day as the daily driver. It got a rest last
November, going into storage for this past winter.
Very glad of this move given the amount of snow
we’ve received. A TR6 is a wonderful highway
cruiser. The seats with their built in head rests,
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the supple suspension, the easy power from the big
straight six, make it a car that you can go on runs
for days on end and step out at the end of each day
feeling….ok..!
The next one again wasn’t my fault (follow the
theme here?). I kept my eye on a Lotus Europa
parked in a neighbour’s garage for a least 8 or 9
years and one day after coming back from one of
my British business trips, the car was gone. The
neighbour said he didn’t know I might be
interested and sold it to a fellow a couple of streets
away. Ok that was one car I didn’t have to think
about. About a year later a guy in a pickup truck
followed me down the back lane to the back of my
garage and asked me if I was the Lotus Guy. I said
I had one but didn’t think could be called a Lotus
Guy. He said he had a Lotus I had to buy off him,
it was a Europa. I said no thanks I was good and
didn’t need one. He wanted $13,000.00 for it and
said it was a good deal. I said no. A couple of
weeks again he appeared at my back door and said,
look you should look at it. To make him go away
I went up to his house and realized it was the one
from my neighbour’s garage, all painted primer
with a brush, no windscreen in and horrid speakers
in the doors. It at least started and ran. His price
and now dropped down to $7,500 and he needed
to move it ‘cause he had bought a boat which was
in his sister’s front yard and she was threatening to
have it towed away. He needed the space which
the Europa was sitting in for the boat (new, bad
priorities on his part). I again said no just not that
interested. He reappeared a week later and said
he would drop the price to $6,500.00. I offered
$4,500.00 and he told me to get lost so I did. He
called me a half hour later and said bring the money and take the car away. I then owned an Europa.
I had a body man working on my cars since the
Lancia. In addition to putting metal back into the
Lancia’s body he did the Mini (all new front floors,
a new front valence, new jacking structures each
side, new rocker panels, filled in all the holes for the
Canadian spec bumpers, repaired scuttle rust and
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rear fender rust plus built on fender flares I bought
and had modified), did the TR6 and now I had a
fibreglass Europa for him to do. I sometimes do
my best to make things factory correct (TR3, Lotus
+2S, TR6, Lancia) but a Europa needs messing
with. I had him cut out the bug eye turn signals
and put them under the bumper the way the
original series one cars had. I had air scoops built
up on the large plain flanks to break up the surface. I attacked the engine with extractor exhaust,
battery relocation (it was under the carb which
you had to remove to get the battery out), special
starter motor, replacement alternator since the non
working original was truly unobtainable (this required custom brackets to make it fit). Oh ya, this
car has the Renault engine with the hemispherical
cross flow Gordini head. I got a set of Webber
carbs and intakes but haven‘t fitted them yet.
I think the 1938 MG TA ownership occurred
somewhere in the middle of the Europa story.
This was all my own fault, but I had to do it. I’d
seen the car which, other than some paint
probably applied in the 1950’s, is generally all
original. It was owned by a friend who was using it
as the “standard” so he could see where everything
went and how it was assembled while he restored
a same model Tickford. Many of you will know
him. He does incredible hands-on restoration and
is an authority on MG cars. Anyway I saw it at
his home and fell in love with it. It was to me the
perfect pre-war/war time British saloon. The car
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anyone who could afford to run a car during that
period, might have. To me it is a mini Bentley. I
was actually too shy to ask him if he would
consider selling it so I had

a mutual
friend approach him.
Surprisingly to me he would consider letting it go.
Price arranged and it was mine. I have
taken it to Van Duesen where it won second in class
for pre-war saloons. I just could not believe it. It
doesn’t even have leather covering the springs on
the driver’s seat. Apparently people liked it
because it is totally original and made it to the show
on it’s own. I was thrilled that there are people like
myself who can see the beauty in a non-restored
vehicle. It has some great features; adjustable ride
on the rear suspension via a knob under the dash,
adjustable steering position, lock out on reverse
gear, warning lamp when you exceed 30 miles an
hour (don’t want to scare Granny walking along the
footpath), windscreen demisting via cranking open
the front window (pivots the bottom out),
individual windscreen wiper activation with manual
over ride, central suspension greasing points under
the cowl, and if you have a flat tyre you can
automatically hydraulically raise any of the four
wheels of the car up off the ground for spare
replacement. It has (had) a wonderful art deco
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leather interior, a sun roof, and a blind which can
be raised up covering the rear window if someone
is driving behind you with high beams on, or if
you just want a bit of privacy. It has a
central overtaking lamp and big beautiful
hanging headlamps. Big wire wheels with a
spare wheel sitting in a pocket on the near side
fender. It was a favorite of Cecil Kimber and
even in its tired state I can see why, such a true
classic. One day I will do something with it,
just not sure how far I would want to go
restoring it. Decisions, decisions….!
I kind of was generally complete with the
Europa when an opportunity presented its
self. But like everything it had it twists and
turns. A 1966 MK ll Jag came available,
partly converted from being an automatic
to a rebuilt 3.8 liter 4 speed with over drive
manual, all the interior wood off the car (with four
pieces missing, a story in its own right),and a big
patch of paint missing off a front fender. The big
problem was that the car didn’t exist in Canada. It
came from Texas through Alberta into BC, never
imported by the elusive former Texan. I bought
it legitimately, with the then previous owner becoming deceased. Because it was part way thru an
engine/transmission swap it was far from being a
running car, non-drivable and couldn’t be sighted
by anyone easily. Try and deal with Canadian
Border Services, local Insurance agents and ICBC
to be able to get it in my name, insured, and
registered in BC Canada. I spent untold hours on
the phone to literally dozens of people at ICBC. I
went to ICBC with documents and photos. I ended
up going to a “non-public Border Services office”
inside a trucking compound, and had an Insurance
agent with more patience than you could believe
help me literally a half dozen times sometimes for
up to two hours at a time on the phone with ICBC.
If you are stubborn and keep telling yourself it can
and has to happen you can make things work.
After close to six months I now own a BC registered
1966 MK ll Jag saloon. The wood is being done
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by a true artist/craftsman and will look incredible.
Not cheap but there is a lot of hard creative work
required. I stripped off all the chrome and got the
body over to my new painter, only to find it had
been repainted before and had hidden micro-rust
brewing under the paint. It is being stripped back
to bare metal. A little bit different than the original
plan of “get getting it running, fix up the patch of
missing paint and drive it”. The car is from Texas
and barely has surface rust underneath. It must
have lived indoors because the leather and all
interior is in good shape (except the wood). I’ll
have to deal with the mechanical when I get
it back. Probably another challenge. I always
drooled over these cars at my Dad’s shop when he
was working on them. They were the car of Bankers, CEO’s, Major Important People, even above
most doctors, not run of the mill people like me.
I’ve sat in the driver’s seat and already can think
of myself as Inspector Morse. Just
looking forward to the
day.

A strange thing happened to me on the
way to the airport…..! I was this past September/
October down in New Zealand visiting with
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family (most of them have re-immigrated back
down there), seeing old friends and just relaxing.
The day before coming home I borrowed my
daughter’s car, dropping her off at the school she
works which just happens to be Bruce McLaren intermediate. A block away from her school works a
friend who used to be my boarder when we lived in
NZ during the 80’s, so I stopped in to have a chat.
After leaving his plant, less than two buildings
away I noticed a new business “Mini Bitz”. I just
had to stop by to look over the Classic Mini’s in the
parking lot. I eventually went inside and talked
to the owner, happily showing him my hot Mini
photos on my phone. We chatted for a bit and
then I mentioned that I used to own a Hillman
Imp when living in NZ and used to see them all
the time but didn’t see any these days. I told him I
was following one on Bring a Trailer up in Canada
/ USA but it went for a stupid high price. I said if
he ever heard of one for sale perhaps he could let
me know about it. Damm, my lucky day. He said
he had a friend who has to move, has an Imp and
needed to sell it. Oooo, not good. He said he
would call him and see if it was still
for sale. I left him my daughter’s
cell number seeing as mime was
long distance. I hadn’t gotten a half
hour away when my Daughter called
me to ask if we were going to look at
a car that evening. Oops. My “kids”
know of my problem and have given
up on me years ago so she was fine with
a bit of a side car adventure. We made
an appointment for that evening, not too
late ‘cause I had to pack and get ready
for the next day. Well the car was
incredible, all original paint, few scratches,
perished rubber you know normal stuff for
an original 1966 car, but it was so rust free I
couldn’t believe it.
Apparently until the current owner bought it, it
lived its whole life in a dry garage. I pushed on
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Bryan K. Wicks’ Collector Car History
the clutch pedal, nice and firm
until something snapped and it
dropped to the floor. I pushed
on the brake pedal but this was
just swinging in the wind. I
asked if it ran and he waxed on
for ever about how well it ran,
what a great car it was. I asked
if we could start it, oh no, it
won’t start he said…! Hmmm.
He scribbled down the name
of his mechanic and asked me
to call him, ask him about the
engine. We talked about
values and I realized he was off
in La La Land. We left and went
back to my daughters and I called the mechanic
who told me the timing was screwed up but it did
run with good oil pressure about six months ago.
Ok so I called the owner and offered him half of
what he wanted. He had a bit of a fit and basically
said he couldn’t let it go for that small amount. I
thanked him but said I felt I was over paying for a
car which had no clutch, brakes and wouldn’t start,
especially since I lived in Canada. Kind of hard
to negotiate and discuss things if one was a half a
world apart. I thanked him again and put it out of
my mind as best as I am able to do. He texted my
daughter around 11:00PM and offered to drop his
price by $500.00. I told my daughter to respectfully say no thanks. We were driving to the airport, I
could see the buildings and the parking lot and my
Daughter’s cell phone rang. It was him. With the
phone on speaker I listened to the conversation.
He told my Daughter he had called the Mini Guy
who told him he figured her father knew what he
was talking about and if he didn’t want the car
bought and just parted out for all those non-rusted
panels, he should consider selling it to me. He said
he would pay exactly what I offered. Bugger I just
bought another car. My Daughter knew she would
have to pay for it, get it to her house and deal with
all the paper work. Bugger…! It now is sitting in
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her garage, looking wonderful. Something for me
to play with when down in NZ on one of my visits.
I can hardly wait.So that is pretty much all of my
cars, except my 1957 Morris Minor 4-door which
I purchased for $173.00 when I was 15, 29,000
miles on it and always serviced from new by my
Dad. I wanted a Matchless 500 motor bike and
took my Dad to see it. A week later he turned up
with the Morris Minor and told me this was what I
was buying. Another good move by my Dad ‘cause
this is why I am alive today. I would have killed
myself on the bike. I drove the Minor until I was
21. I had to get a more modern car seeing as I
had gotten married and was going to have my first
child. I bought a MK l Cortina, wonderful car. I
still have the Minor, sitting at my sister’s farm in
western Manitoba, 97,000 miles on it, just waiting
to be fixed up a bit (mega restoration when I retire
is the plan). My daily driver is currently a perfectly
normal kind of family station wagon. It is a 2.0
liter, twin turbo charged, 265 HP, all wheel drive
lowered with Blistein shocks, Subaru Legacy GT
Blitzen, and the good part is that it is a right hand
drive. How could one not like a car like this to run
to and from work. I’ll keep using it every day until
I put the Mini on the road for the summer.
Bryan Wicks, Owner of all these cars!
							26

BCTR According to Johnson Lu
Johnson is BCTR’s youngest member. “This is my observation about what happens over the years, when
you go to Dales McRoberts House - there’s so many toys to see and work on.”
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BCTR Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Meeting Minutes
September 13, 2017
President’s Report
Brian Thomlinson called meeting to order at 7:39
pm.
Minutes
July 12th meeting minutes accepted. M – BT / S
– KN / C
Treasurer’s Report
Keith Sparkes reported the club’s balance.
Editor’s Report
Ken & Joanne are always seeking material for the
next quarterly newsletter. If you have any events
you have attended or Triumph related info please
email them (Ken Nicoll - kdntr6@gmail.com) with
the details.
Please Note : Joanne & Ken have given notice
they are looking for someone to take over the
Editor’s job as they have been doing this for 2 1/2
years. They have offered to train the incoming
Editor and assist throughout 2017 as required with
a gradual transition. Please consider taking over
this function.
Regalia
Keith Sparkes has stock for sale at the meeting, see
him directly. Some on sale items.
Membership
Ken Nicoll reports 79 paid members to date, 17 at
tonight’s meeting.
Correspondence
•Paul Barlow is downsizing and selling much of
his memorabilia, see website for details.
•Welcome to new member in attendance Tom
Peterson (TR7/V8).
Past Events
• August 10-13 Wenatchee ATDI, very hot, as
expected. Good banquet. Not as much public
attendance compared to previous meets.
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• Portland ABFM – Brian T & Lee C attended
with Bill Grace, Len Drake and Will Parris.
• August 26 – Harrison car show no attendance
from BCTR.
• LAMB event at local hospital Wednesday, Sept.
6th – Andrew Ward attended.
• September 8th Baker Run was very wet until
lunch but dry after; 3 cars to the top, foggy view
but great road. Huge thanks to Dennis & Scott
Nelson for leading.
• Sept. 9th Aldergrove (formerly Langley) Cruisein was wet and needs better organization, new
venue to ease traffic congestion.
• Sept. 10, FVBCC at Cultus Lake, relocated from
Hougen Park. Great venue by lake. 5 attended
from BCTR.
Future Events
Please refer to BCTR web site often.
• Triumphest 2017, Sept. 21 – 24, Flagstaff AZ.
• 6th Annual October drive to Harrison – ‘Ken
Nicoll Classic’ – TBA weather dependent.
• 2018 ATDI will be held in Salem Oregon.
New Business
• Brian Thomlinson conducted a round table
asking for 2 minutes input from each attendee as
to what the BCTR means to members and how we
should proceed in the future. More social
get-togethers and little less formality was
mentioned as well as doing things with other clubs
(even though this has not been reciprocated in the
past).
Technical
• None tonight.
Video & internet
• None tonight.
Meeting adjourned around 9:15 PM .
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BCTR Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Meeting Minutes
October 11, 2017
President’s Report
Brian Thomlinson called meeting to order at 7:35
pm. Brian will be stepping down as President at
year end. Please give thought to moving up.
Bryant Paulsen created a BCTR Facebook site, up
& running. Check it out.
Minutes
July 12th meeting minutes accepted. M – BT / S –
KN / C
Treasurer’s Report
Keith Sparkes meeting but was absent for October
meeting
Editor’s Report
Ken & Joanne are always seeking material for the
next quarterly newsletter. If you have any events
you have attended or Triumph related info please
email them (Ken Nicoll - kdntr6@gmail.com) with
the details.
Please Note : Joanne & Ken have given notice they
are looking for someone to take over the Editor’s
job as they have been doing this for 2 1/2 years.
They have offered to train the incoming Editor and
assist throughout 2017 as required with a gradual
transition. Please consider taking over this
function. * * * If no one steps forward to take over
the quarterly newsletter, the next one will be the
last . . . * * *
Regalia
Keith Sparkes has stock for sale at the meeting, see
him directly. Some on sale items.
Membership
Ken Nicoll reports 81 paid members to date, 21 at
tonight’s meeting.
Correspondence
• Paul Barlow still has some memorabilia for sale,
floor runners & sign.
• Jerry Goulet received new cars for sale, letter from
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Pete re TR2.
Past Events
• Triumphest 2017, Sept. 21 – 24, Flagstaff AZ.
• Bryan Wicks did the Rush to Goldbridge
• Ken Martin & Bryan Wicks attended the races at
Sonoma
• Thanksgiving Day run from N. Van to Squamish
Chairlift
• Steve Kubas purchased a TR6 in the US. To be
shipped.
Future Events
Please refer to BCTR web site often.
• 6th Annual October drive to Harrison – ‘Ken
Nicoll Classic’ – TBA weather dependent.
• Nov 5th Sun. London to Brighton run Delta
Town & Country Inn to Fox & Fiddle Langley
• 2018 ATDI held in Salem OR Aug 10-11-12.
May be travelling via Shelton WA (Casino)
• 2018 Triumphest Sacramento CA. Sept. 27-30
Sacramento Hilton Arden West.
• Annual BCTR Banquet Sun. Jan. 21 Guildford
Golf Club, 152 St. RSVP Barrie Puffer or Keith
Sparkes, see BCTR website, HOME page, News.
• Boy’s Run 2018 June 7,8,9,10? Looking for proposals / run leader to plan & organize.
• BCTR’s turn for ATDI in mid-August 2019 Need Leader & committee by December – Trish &
Adrian have the planning Bible for an ATDI.
New Business
• Dale McRoberts has a surplus supply of foam
floor mats, freebees.
• Brian Thomlinson is VTR member. Lee
Cunningham has volunteered to be the VTR
Liaison.
Technical
• None tonight.
Video & internet
• None tonight.
Meeting adjourned around 9:00 PM .
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BCTR Meeting Minutes
BC Triumph Meeting Minutes
November 8, 2017
President’s Report
Brian Thomlinson called meeting to order at 7:30
pm. Happy Milestone Birthday to Dave Rodger.
18 Members now on the BCTR Facebook site.
Minutes
October 11th meeting minutes accepted. M –
Brian T / S – Ken N / C
Treasurer’s Report
Keith Sparkes reported the club’s balance.
Editor’s Report
Ken & Joanne are always seeking material for the
next quarterly newsletter. If you have any events
you have attended or Triumph related info please
email them (Ken Nicoll - kdntr6@gmail.com) with
the details.
•Please Note : Joanne & Ken have given notice
they are looking for someone to take over the
Editor’s job as they have been doing this for 2 ½
years. They have offered to train the incoming
Editor and assist throughout 2017 as required with
a gradual transition. Please consider taking over
this function.
Regalia
Keith Sparkes has stock for sale at the meeting, see
him directly. Some on sale items.
Membership
Ken Nicoll reports 81 paid members to date, 24 at
tonight’s meeting.
Correspondence
Jerry Goulet reports MOSS Motors has now taken
over “XKs Unlimited” in Calif.
Note received from Manuel requesting
recommended shop in Burnaby for TR6 engine
repairs.

•Nov. 5th London to Brighton run Delta Town &
Country Inn to Fox & Fiddle Langley. Great run,
approx. 6 BCTR attendees, long wait for lunch on
a busy Sunday.
Future Events
Please refer to BCTR web site often.
• 2018 ATDI held in Salem OR. Aug 10-11-12.
May be travelling Thursday via Shelton WA
(Casino).
• 2018 Triumphest Sacramento CA. Sept. 27-30
Sacramento Hilton Arden West.
• Annual BCTR Banquet Sun. Jan. 21 Guildford
Golf Club, 152 St. RSVP Barrie Puffer or Keith
Sparkes, see BCTR website, HOME page, News.
• Boy’s Run 2018 June 7,8,9,10? Looking for
proposals / run leader to plan & organize.
• BCTR’s turn for ATDI in mid-August 2019 Need Leader & committee by December – Trish &
Adrian have the planning info for an ATDI.
New Business
• Dale McRoberts has a surplus supply of foam
floor mats, freebees.
• Brian Thomlinson is VTR member. Lee
Cunningham has volunteered to be the VTR
Liaison.
Technical
• Bryant Paulsen is completing a 5-speed
conversion on his TR4A IRS, going well.
Video & internet
• None tonight.
Meeting adjourned around 8:50 PM .
NEXT Meeting Wednesday, December 13th,
2017

Past Events
•Ken Nicoll’s Run to Harrison, October 15,
spectacular Fall day. 4 TR8’s and Ken’s TR6.
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Memberships
Memberships
Membership dues are $40.00 per year and are due
by December 31st.
Family Memberships
Family memberships are $50 for households that
have two continuously active members. The
second member is entitled to vote at all regular
BCTR meetings.
For membership renewals, contact: BCTR
Registrar - Ken Nicoll kdntr6@gmail.com

Monthly Meetings
BC Triumph Registry Monthly Meetings are held
the second Wednesday of the month.
Location:
MEETING LOCATION
Effective January 2016, the BCTR meetings will be
held at the Cloverdale Fairgrounds,
6188 -176 Street, Surrey
Time:
Start at 7:45 pm sharp!

From the Editors
Joanne and Ken have been your editors of the
quarterly publication for the past three years and
this is our last issue. We have enjoyed putting the
publication together and meeting friendly folks who
share an enthusiasm and passion for Triumph sports
cars. In addition to being the editors of the quarterly
publication, Ken is the club registrar and archivist.
Triumph Heritage is published four times a year
(March, June, September and December) and is
distributed to its members as part of their annual
dues. Only paid-up members will receive the
quraterly publication on a regular basis
We accept no responsibility for errors or
omissions. Opinions expressed are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the
BCTR executive or its membership.
If there is an error in your name or address or you
have moved, please let the editors know. The Club
and the Quarterly Publication will be as good as we
collectively make it and we thank the members who
contribute to making it interesting. We have recently
learned that Jonathon Clegg is willing to take over
the editing of the publication. Please continue to
share your stories, experiences, and photos - send
them to jonathanc5885@gmail.com.
Ken Nicoll and Joanne Edey-Nicoll

BC Triumph Registry needs an
Advertising Coordinator to organize a
dvertising for BCTR Quarterly Publication and
Annual Calendar.
Can you please, please, please help?
Contact Brian Thomlinson - President
thomlinson2@shaw.ca
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Regalia
All items available with BCTR Club or standard Triumph logo. Order by email: kesparkes@shaw.ca
Aerial Flags

Embriodered Cloth
Crests

$5

United We Drive Pins 1 3/8” x 3/8”

$3

Long sleeve Henley
Pocket, tagless back
neck, logo horn buttons, taped neck and
shoulder seams.
Black or Olive $42

Men’s Melton Wool Jacket
Leather sleeves and stand-up collar,
rib-knot cuffs and waist band, snap fron
closures, full Taffeta lining, inside pocket,

You can order directly from Capricorn One in the UK. They have a wide
range of Triumph Auto items.Their website is www.capricorn1.co.uk. All items for all Triumph cars displayed when you click on “Triumph”.

Some Club Cars!
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People that make BC Triumph Registry Tick.....

Executive
President 				
Vice President 			
Secretary				
Treasurer				
Registrar				

Brian Thomlinson 		
thomlinson2@shaw.ca
Brian Wicks		
bwicks@mantechenterprises.com
Alec Mielen			
amielen@uniserve.com
Keith Sparkes			
kesparkes@shaw.ca
Ken Nicoll				
kdntr6@gmail.com

Coordinators
Communications/Regalia
Ellen Sparkes 				
kesparkes@shaw.ca 		
Advertising 				To be filled			
your email could go here
Club Archivist				
Ken Nicoll				
kdntr6@gmail.com
Events 					
Vladi Kuzel			
vkuzrel@telus.net
Webmaster 				Jerry Goulet				 jerry.tr3a@gmail.com
Publication Editors 			
Joanne and Ken Nicoll		
kdntr6@gmail.com
Club Assets				Jerry Goulet				 jerry.tr3a@gmail.com

Technical Reps
TR2/3/3A/B 			
Bryan Wicks 		
bwicks@mantechenterprises.com
TR4/4A 				
John Finlayson 		
john_finlayson@ telus.net		
TR5/250 				Brian Thomlinson			thomlinson2@shaw.ca
TR6 					
Lee Cunningham		
l_cunnin@hotmail.com 		
					
Bob McDiarmid		
rjmcdiarmid@telus.net
TR7/8 				Dave Rodger 				 rosrodger@gmail.com
GT6 					Jerry Goulet				 jerry.tr3a@gmail.com
Spitfire 				
Barrie Puffer
		
bpuffer1@shaw.ca
Triumph Other 			
Paul Barlow 				
paul_tr250@shaw.ca
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2016 Events
If you have an event that you think would be of interest to BCTR members and would like to have included
in this list, please contact Vladi Kuzel- vkuzrel@telus.net
June 4		BCTR June Run					Langley
June 4		
West Vancouver Car Show				
Ambleside Park, West Vancouver
June 5		
Old English Car Club British Invasion Car Show Westview Mall North Vancouver
June 8		
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
June 9-12
Boy’s Run						
BCTR Annual Boy’s Run
June 11-12
Sports Car Club of BC				
River’s Edge Race Track, Mission
June 12
Sockeye Run Car Show				
Steveston Park, Richmond
June 17-19
British Car and Bike Show				
Radium Hot Springs
June 18
Brits and Friends Slalom				
Western Speedway in Victoria BC
June 19
Old Car Sunday					Mission
June 23-25
Idaho Britsh Car Tour				
www.idahobritishcars.com/events/st2016
June 26
Fortin’s Village Classic Car Show			
Chilliwack
July		BCTR July Run					Monthly Run
July 10		
Brits on the Beach					
Ladysmith, BC
July 13		
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
July 17		
Fraser Valley Car Show				
Heritage Park, Chilliwack
July 22-23
Western Washington All British Field Meet 		
St Edward State Park, Seattle WA
August 6-7
Sports Car Club of BC				
River’s Edge Race Track, Mission
August 10
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
Aug 12-14
All Triumph Drive In (ATDI)				
Campbell River, Vancouver Island
Aug 20-21
BC Historic Motor Races				
River’s Edge Race Track, Mission
August 21
POCO Car Show					
Downtown Port Coquitlam
August 21
Ladner Car Show					Ladner
Sept 2-3-4
All British Field Meet (ABFM)			
International Raceway, Portland OR
Sept 8-11
Triumphest 2016					Ventura, California
Sept 10-11
Sports Car Club of BC				
River’s Edge Race Track, Mission
Sept 10-11
Luxury Car Show					
VanDusen Botanical Garden, Vancouver
Sept 11
FVBMC Hougen Park Picnic				
Hougen Park, Abbotsford
Sept 14
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
Sept 17
British Car Club of Wenatchee British Car Show Pybus Market Wenatchee, WA
Sept 18
British Car Day					
Oakville, ONTARIO
Oct 3-7
VTR National Texas - Red River Triumph Club
Lake Texoma Texas
Oct 8-9
Sports Car Club of BC				
River’s Edge Race Track, Mission
Oct 12		
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
Nov 6		
OECC London to Brighton Commemorative Run London to Brighton, ENGLAND
Nov 9		
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
Dec 14		
BCTR Meeting					
Cloverdale Recreation Centre, Surrey
•
•

For more detailed information, check out the BCTR website: http://www.bctriumphregistry.com/
All dates are subject to change. The information has been gathered from outside sources and we take no
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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BC Triumph Members

Dan Brien - 1976 TR6

George Novotny 1973 TR6
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